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NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
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0011
0012
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0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025

NP01 0026
trailer.wav
NP01 0027
NP01 0028
NP01 0029
NP01 0030
NP01 0031
NP01 0032
NP01 0033

Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans

motorcycle pass.wav
car pass cobblestone.wav
car pass gravel.wav
car pass smooth.wav
car pass smooth closer.wav
car pass moist.wav
car large pass smooth.wav
car pass accelerates shifts gear.wav
car pass smooth tires new.wav
car pass full size smooth.wav
car pass fast smooth.wav
car pass fast smooth closer.wav
car pass quick.wav
car pass long.wav
car pass long large.wav
car pass very granular.wav
car pass more granular.wav
car pass quick road debris.wav
pickup truck gravel.wav
pickup truck gravel packed.wav
pickup truck pass throaty.wav
pickup truck pass throaty louder.wav
pickup truck pass fast smooth.wav
pickup truck pass tire wobble.wav
pickup truck pass tandem tires.wav

TRANSPORTATION
DESCRIPTION

Motorcycle accelerates right to left while shifting gears.
Car passes slowly over cobblestone street.
Car passes moderate speed over well packed gravel road.
Car passes moderately fast over smooth road surface.
Car passes moderately fast and close over smooth road surface.
Car passes moderately fast on most road surface.
Large car passes smoothly and moderately fast on dry road surface.
Car passes moderately fast while accelerating and shifting gears once.
Car passes moderately fast on smooth road surface with new tire tread.
Full size car passes on smooth road.
Car passes quickly over smooth road surface.
Car passes close and quickly over smooth road surface.
Car passes quickly smooth road surface.
Long lasting car pass on smooth road surface.
Long lasting car pass on smooth road surface, fullsize.
Fullsize car pass on very granular road surface.
Car passes on very granular road surface.
Fullsize car passes quickly on road with subtle windblown debris.
Pickup truck pass on gravel road at moderate speed with some gravel splatter.
Pickup truck pass on packed gravel road at moderate speed.
Pickup truck pass at moderate speed with throaty exhaust.
Pickup truck pass at moderate speed with throaty exhaust louder
Long pickup truck pass at high speed on smooth road surface.
Pickup truck pass on smooth road surface tire wobble.
Pickup truck pass on smooth road surface tandem tires.

Trans pickup truck pass tandem tires

Pickup truck pass on smooth road surface tandem tires trailer.

Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans

Diesel truck passes close and slow.
Truck passes moderately fast on aging asphalt road.
Truck passes moderately fast on smooth road.
Long truck pass on smooth road.
Large truck pass on smooth road.
Large truck turns passes shifts on smooth road.
Large truck slows shifts passes on smooth road.
asdf

truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck

pass close slow.wav
pass moderate.wav
pass moderate smooth.wav
pass long.wav
pass large.wav
bump pass shifts.wav
slows shifts passes long.wav
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NP01 0034 Trans
NP01 0035 Trans
shifting.wav
NP01 0036 Trans
NP01 0037 Trans
NP01 0038 Trans
NP01 0039 Trans
NP01 0040 Trans
NP01 0041 Trans
NP01 0042 Trans
NP01 0043 Trans
NP01 0044 Trans
NP01 0045 Trans
NP01 0046 Trans

TRANSPORTATION

truck pass squeaky trailer.wav
truck pass long maneuver stops turns

Large truck passes with empty squeaky trailer.
Large truck approaches through town, passes, slows stops, accelerates shifts turns.

truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck
truck

Large truck approaches shifts passes and fades.
Large truck approaches shifts down passes moderately slow then shifts up.
Large truck approaches shifts, pass is rumbly.
Large truck pass moderately fast smooth.
Large truck slows shifts passes with engine high pitch whining.
Large truck passes at highway speed, classic.
Large truck passes with debris.
Large truck passes smooth consistent.
Large truck slows turns passes close
Large truck pass with chain rattles and faint birds at end.
Large water truck slows by jake brake during downshift then passes. Drone faint from water pump
onboard truck.
Highway traffic is consistently busy with cars and trucks evident. Loop.

pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass

shifting.wav
shifting down up.wav
rumbly.wav
mod fast smooth.wav
engine whining.wav
highway.wav
debris.wav
smooth consistent.wav
slow turn shift.wav
chain rattles.wav
jake brake.wav

NP01 0047 Trans traffic highway busy consistent
loop.wav
NP01 0048 Trans traffic highway busy droning loop.wav

Highway traffic is busy with drone of cars and trucks. Loop.

NP01 0049 Trans traffic highway busy whizzing loop.wav Highway traffic is busy with whizzing cars and t rucks. Loop.
NP01 0050 Trans traffic highway busy rumble loop.wav

Highway traffic busy rumble. Loop.

NP01 0051 Trans traffic highway busy din loop.wav
Highway traffic busy din. Loop.
NP01 0052 Trans traffic highway busy din ambience
Highway traffic busy din ambience with faint bird chirps at times. Loop.
loop.wav
NP01 0053 Trans traffic highway busy din birds loop.wav Highway traffic busy din ambience with birds. Loop.
NP01 0054 Trans traffic highway busy din distant birds
Highway traffic busy distant din with birds including seagulls active. Loop.
loop.wav
NP01 0055 Trans traffic highway din distant
Highway traffic distant din with faint neighborhood day sounds. Loop.
neighborhood loop.wav
NP01 0056 Trans traffic highway busy din windy loop.wav Highway traffic busy din windy. Loop.
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NP01 0057 Trans traffic truck various loop.wav

Truck traffic is various, sometimes close, sometimes distant, often loud sometimes quiet. Loop.

NP01 0058 Trans traffic truck various maneuvering loop
v1.wav
NP01 0059 Trans traffic truck various maneuvering loop
v2.wav
NP01 0060 Trans traffic truck various maneuvering loop
v3.wav

Trans traffic truck busy brakes loop.wav
Trans traffic truck busy rattles loop.wav
Trans traffic truck busy consistent drone

Truck traffic is various, moderately close and well spaced with shifting and maneuvering common
activity. Occasional car. Typical of truck stops near highway. Loop.
Truck traffic is various, moderately close and well spaced with shifting and maneuvering common
activity. Occasional car. Typical of truck stops near highway. Chirping bird. Loop.
Truck traffic is various, moderately close and well spaced with shifting and maneuvering common
activity. Occasional car. Lull period with crows and quieter activity. Typical of truck stops near
highway. Loop.
Truck traffic is various, moderately close and rushing, includes other vehicles. Typical of urban
distribution centers where loading occurs next to highway. Loop.
Traffic is busy fast and dominated by trucks and numerous brake squeals in background. Loop.
Traffic is busy fast and dominated by trucks and rattles. Loop.
Traffic is busy fast and dominated by consistent drone of trucks. Faint car horn at times. Loop.

Trans traffic truck busy various drone

Traffic is busy fast and dominated by various drone of trucks. Loop.

Trans traffic truck distant city day ambience
Trans traffic truck consistent din loop.wav

Truck traffic mostly distant with echo of city horns at times. Tucks clearly maneuvering. Truck horn
signals near end. Loop.
Truck traffic consistently distant. Rarely faint car horns echoing from city. Classic urban din. Loop.

Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans

Truck traffic muffled distant, sometimes roaring. Loop.
Traffic passes sparsely over grated bridge, sometimes slowing. Birds evident. Loop.
Traffic passes consistently over bridge seam with distinct echoey clanking. Loop.
Sparse traffic through underpass.
Moderate traffic through underpass. Loop.
Moderately busy traffic through underpass. Loop.

NP01 0061
loop.wav
NP01 0062
NP01 0063
NP01 0064
loop.wav
NP01 0065
loop.wav
NP01 0066
loop.wav
NP01 0067
NP01 0068
NP01 0069
NP01 0070
NP01 0071
NP01 0072
NP01 0073
loop.wav
NP01 0074
NP01 0075

Trans traffic truck close rushing loading

traffic
traffic
traffic
traffic
traffic
traffic

truck muffled din loop.wav
bridge grated loop.wav
bridge seam loop.wav
sparse underpass.wav
moderate underpass loop.wav
moderately busy underpass

Trans traffic car pass single tunnel.wav
Trans traffic car pass single tunnel exit.wav

Single car pass through tunnel. Soft.
Single car pass through tunnel at exit point.

NP01 0076 Trans traffic truck pass single tunnel exit.wav Single truck pass through tunnel at exit point.
NP01 0077 Trans traffic mod busy tunnel loop v1.wav
NP01 0078 Trans traffic mod busy tunnel loop v2.wav
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Traffic in tunnel, moderately busy. Loop.
Traffic in tunnel, moderately busy. Loop.
asdf
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NP01 0079 Trans traffic busy tunnel loop.wav
Traffic in tunnel, busy. Loop.
NP01 0080 Trans train pass commuter sectioned rail.wav Commuter train passes over sectioned rail moderate speed.
NP01 0081 Trans
bold.wav
NP01 0082 Trans
bend.wav
NP01 0083 Trans
rear.wav
NP01 0084 Trans
smooth.wav
NP01 0085 Trans
smooth long.wav
NP01 0086 Trans
squeal.wav
NP01 0087 Trans

train pass commuter sectioned rail

Commuter train passes over sectioned rail moderate speed with pronounced joints in rail.

train pass commuter sectioned rail

Commuter train passes over bend in sectioned rail at moderate speed causing wheel flange squeal
against rail.
train pass commuter sectioned rail bend Commuter train passes over bend in sectioned rail at moderate speed causing wheel flange squeal
against rail. Engine in rear.
train pass commuter mod speed
Commuter train passes smoothly over continuous rail at moderate speed.
train pass commuter mod speed
train pass commuter mod speed

Long commuter train passes smoothly over continuous rail at moderate speed. Slight wind rumble
and debris.
Short commuter train passes smoothly over continuous rail with squeal at times.

train pass high speed passenger v1.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail.

NP01 0088 Trans train pass high speed passenger v2.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Jet-like roar.
NP01 0089 Trans train pass high speed passenger v3.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Rumbling roar.
NP01 0090 Trans train pass high speed passenger v4.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Ringing whoosh.
NP01 0091 Trans train pass high speed passenger v5.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Generically smooth.
NP01 0092 Trans train pass high speed passenger v6.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Roaring like lion at times.
NP01 0093 Trans train pass high speed passenger v7.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Eerie bird like echoes.
NP01 0094 Trans train pass high speed passenger v8.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Chanting.
NP01 0095 Trans train pass high speed passenger v9.wav High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Missile-like approach.
NP01 0096 Trans train pass high speed passenger
v10.wav

High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Short train, some wind blown debris.
asdf
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NP01 0097 Trans train
v11.wav
NP01 0098 Trans train
v12.wav
NP01 0099 Trans train
curve.wav
NP01 0100 Trans train
loop v1.wav
NP01 0101 Trans train
loop v2.wav
NP01 0102 Trans train
fast loop v2.wav
NP01 0103 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0104 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0105 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0106 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0107 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0108 Trans train
tingles.wav
NP01 0109 Trans train
curve.wav
NP01 0110 Trans train
pulsing.wav
NP01 0111 Trans train
thudding.wav
NP01 0112 Trans train
rhythmic.wav
NP01 0113 Trans train
rhythmic loud.wav

TRANSPORTATION

pass high speed passenger

High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Space-age.

pass high speed passenger

High speed passenger train passes quickly over continuous rail. Fast and smooth.

pass high speed passenger slow

High speed passenger train passes more slowly around curve with squealing wheels against rail.

passenger car interior sec rail slow Interior of passenger train while traveling moderately slow over sectioned rail. Loop.
passenger car interior sec rail slow Interior of passenger train while traveling moderately slow over sectioned rail. Loop.
passenger car interior sec rail mod Interior of passenger train while traveling moderately fast over sectioned rail. Squeaky hardware in
passenger cabin space throughout. Loop.
passenger car interior sec rail fast Interior of passenger train while traveling fast over sectioned rail. Loop.
passenger car interior mod slow

Interior of passenger train while traveling moderately slow over continuous rail. Loop.

passenger car interior mod fast

Interior of passenger train while traveling moderately fast over continuous rail. Loop.

passenger car interior fast

Interior of passenger train while traveling fast over continuous rail. Loop.

passenger car interior very fast
passenger pass underground

Interior of passenger train while traveling very fast over continuous rail. Projectile whistle sounds
with metal squeaks. Loop.
Train pass underground rail. Pronounced rail tingle on approach.

passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Pronounced wheel flange squeal against rail during curve.

passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Pulsing.

passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Thudding.

passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Rhythmic.

passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Rhythmic and louder than previous.
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NP01 0114 Trans
roaring.wav
NP01 0115 Trans
moaning.wav
NP01 0116 Trans
rushing.wav
NP01 0117 Trans
NP01 0118 Trans

TRANSPORTATION

train passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Roaring.

train passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Moaning.

train passenger pass underground

Train pass underground rail. Rushing.

train freight pass rail tingles.wav
train freight pass close.wav

Diesel locomotive of freight train passes with rail tingles on approach.
Diesel locomotive of freight train passes quickly after long squealing approach and long fade away
downline. Post pass is crossing with rail thuds.
Long freight train passes close with various freight cars exhibiting different sonic expressions on
continuous rail.
Long freight train approaches quickly before dramatic roaring locomotive on tail end. Crossing bell in
background at end. Frequent occurrence of flat wheels give numerous thudding sounds. Continuous
rail.
Long freight train on continuous rail with old wheels hammering along.
Long freight train on continuous rail on uphill grade thunders, squeals indicate curves, exceptionally
diverse and powerful.
Prominent horn blasts by freight hauling locomotive. Echoes. Loop.

NP01 0119 Trans train freight pass close long
various.wav
NP01 0120 Trans train freight pass rear engine.wav

NP01 0121 Trans train freight pass front engine.wav
NP01 0122 Trans train freight pass uphill thundering
squeals.wav
NP01 0123 Trans train freight horn blasts echo loop.wav
NP01 0124 Trans train freight horn blasts town.wav
NP01 0125 Trans train freight horn blasts town
repeats.wav
NP01 0126 Trans train freight horn blasts thundering
long.wav
NP01 0127 Trans train freight horn blasts mountain
echoes.wav
NP01 0128 Trans train freight horn blasts town
echoes.wav
NP01 0129 Trans train freight horn blasts town echoes
long.wav
NP01 0130 Trans train freight horn blasts Doppler.wav

Prominent horn blasts during level crossing in town.
Freight train approaches slowly and gives prominent blasts with locomotive bell ringing then blasts
again at next road crossing.
Freight train approaches slowly and thundering through rural town with prominent horn blasts
repeating frequently followed by long consistent rumbling freight cars indicative of inter-modal
containers.
Freight train thunders up mountain with long introductory blasts followed by freight cars in distance.
Echoes of blasts prominent. River rushes faintly in background at beginning and end.
Long freight train approaches gradually pulling heavy load at uniform speed through town giving
horn blasts at road crossing. Builds dramatically and fades very gradually.
Long freight train approaches gradually pulling light load at uniform speed giving loud clear echoey
horn blasts in small town at night. Sustained passing of freight cars, rumbling builds, becoming
moaning, then fades gradually.
Long spacious approach of heavy freight train with distant horn blasts before peak blast exhibiting
Doppler effect. Long series of various old freight cars with noisy wheels follows.
asdf
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NP01 0131 Trans train freight horn blasts thundering
classic.wav

Classic passing of freight train with load horn blasts at beginning followed by loud cars with diverse
sounds. Overwhelming thundering sound of weight and power throughout passing of train.

NP01 0132 Trans train
bell.wav
NP01 0133 Trans train
dramatic.wav
NP01 0134 Trans train
consistent.wav
NP01 0135 Trans train
mountain valley.wav

Loud bell at level crossing is quickly followed by fast moving freight train with horn blasts. Bell at
level crossing starts and stops naturally.
Thundering approach of freight train with many locomotives in series then horn blasts and very long
train of freight cars remains moderately loud as it travels into distance.
Freight train approaches from distance with horn blasts as it enters small town at night. Multiple
locomotives pulling long series of similar freight cars. Long fade away, naturally.
Distant night train hauling freight up mountain with multiple horn blasts followed by echoes, then
subsides to be followed by a second train that starts up with deep thrumming and draws closer,
blasts horn with clear mountain echoes.
Distant night train hauling freight blast horn in distance rumbles louder then gradually fades.

NP01 0136 Trans
haunting.wav
NP01 0137 Trans
NP01 0138 Trans
blasts.wav
NP01 0139 Trans
blasts.wav

freight horn blasts crossing
freight horn blasts pass long
freight horn blasts pass long
freight horn blasts echoes

train freight horn blasts echoes

train freight distant rumbling.wav
Distant night train hauling freight rumbles louder and louder then gradually fades.
train freight distant rumbling faint horn Distant night train hauling freight announces approach with distant horn blasts, rumbles closer and
louder with wheel howling then fades.
train freight distant faint horn
Distant night train hauling freight announces approach with faint horn blasts, stampedes closer and
louder with full power then fades. Rail joint evident at times indicated by faint clanking.

NP01 0140 Trans train
whining.wav
NP01 0141 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0142 Trans train
NP01 0143 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0144 Trans train
slow loop.wav
NP01 0145 Trans train
squeal loop.wav
NP01 0146 Trans train
rumbling loop.wav
NP01 0147 Trans train
clanking loop.wav

freight distant faint horn blasts

Distant night train hauling freight approaches quickly with whining engines and textures
characteristic of completely still atmosphere.
freight distant wheel flange
Night freight train squeals and rings as rounding curve, echoes off mountainsides. Thundering.
Mesmerizing space. Loop.
freight handling initial pull.wav
Metal strains with thud during initial pull forward.
freight handling metal stress slow Metal stresses at slow speed. Loop.

freight handling metal stress mod Metal stresses at moderately slow speed with clanking and squealing. Loop.
freight handling mod slow thuds

Metal stresses at moderately slow speed with thuds and loud clear squeals. Loop.

freight handling mod speed

Freight train box car rumbles at moderate speed. Loop.

freight handling mod speed

Freight train box car booms and clanks at moderate speed. Loop.
asdf
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NP01 0148 Trans train
clanging loop.wav
NP01 0149 Trans train
booming loop.wav
NP01 0150 Trans train
rubbing loop.wav
NP01 0151 Trans train
thundering loop.wav
NP01 0152 Trans train
loop.wav
NP01 0153 Trans train

freight handling mod speed

Freight train box car clangs over rain joint at moderate speed. Loop.

freight handling mod speed

Freight train box car booming at moderate speed. Loop.

freight handling mod speed

Freight train box car rubbing at moderate speed. Loop.

freight handling mod speed

Freight train box car thundering and groaning with some wheel flange on curve at moderate speed.
Loop.
Freight train box car quickly moves along at high speed very consistently on continuous rail. Loop.

freight handling high speed

freight handling rail joint loop.wav Freight train wheels pass moderately slow over rail joint. Loop

NP01 0154 Trans canoe paddle series delicate v1.wav

paddle strokes in still water. Drips, hands on handle sounds at times, stroke

NP01 0155 Trans

paddle strokes in still water. Drips, hands on handle sounds at times, stroke

NP01
NP01
NP01
NP01

0156
0157
0158
0159

Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans

Series of well isolated
varies.
canoe paddle series delicate v2.wav
Series of well isolated
varies.
canoe paddle series vigorous.wav
Series of well isolated
canoe paddle series strong v1.wav
Series of well isolated
canoe paddle series strong v2.wav
Series of well isolated
boat diesel idle accelerate idle loop.wav Diesel river boat idles

paddle
paddle
paddle
closely

strokes in still water. Vigorous strokes.
strokes in still water. Strong strokes deep into water.
strokes in still water. Strong strokes deep into water.
then accelerates briefly and returns to idle. Loop.

NP01 0160 Trans boat diesel idle accelerates repeats.wav Diesel river boat idles closely then accelerates briefly and returns to idle and repeats process.
NP01 0161
NP01 0162
NP01 0163
NP01 0164
loop.wav
NP01 0165

Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans

boat
boat
boat
boat

diesel
diesel
diesel
diesel

engine
engine
engine
engine

idle loop v1.wav
idle loop v2.wav
idle loop v3.wav
cruising speed

Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

river
river
river
river

boat
boat
boat
boat

idles. Loop.
idles. Loop.
idles. Loud and clear. Loop.
engine at cruising speed. Loud and clear. Loop.

Trans boat underwater propeller engages.wav Underwater recording of boat propeller engaging.

NP01 0166 Trans boat underwater propeller engages
tapping.wav
NP01 0167 Trans boat underwater engine idle loop.wav

Underwater recording of boat propeller engaging twice with tapping of engine clear throughout.
Underwater recording of boat with idling engine. Loop.

asdf
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NP01 0168
speed.wav
NP01 0169
speed.wav
NP01 0170
speed.wav
NP01 0171

Trans boat motor cruiser passes moderate

Older motorboat cruises past moderate speed at a distance.

Trans boat motor cruiser passes high

Cigarette boat passes at full speed in the distance. Faint birds evident at times. Lacks approach.

Trans boat motor cruiser passes high

Motorboat passes at full speed in the distance. Fade out is short as boat rounds point of land. Faint
birds evident at times.
Trans boat motor engine high speed loop.wav Motorboat engine at high speed. Loop.

NP01 0172 Trans ship embarks.wav

Trans tugboat cruising speed distant loud

Ship embarks with consistent hum of ventilation and increasing wave slaps against hull as recorded
from enclosed area of deck.
Ship interior space at cruising speed with sounds of ventilation and rumble of engines and waves
against hull blend to consistent din. Loop.
Tugboat pushes load up river. Loud eep thudding drone of engine at a distance.

Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans
Trans

Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship

NP01 0173 Trans ship cruising speed loop.wav
NP01 0174
drone.wav
NP01 0175
NP01 0176
NP01 0177
NP01 0178
NP01 0179
NP01 0180
NP01 0181
NP01 0182
NP01 0183
NP01 0184
NP01 0185
NP01 0186
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ship
ship
ship
ship
ship
ship
ship
ship
ship
ship
ship
ship

deck din loop.wav
deck din louder loop.wav
hull din loop v1.wav
hull din loop v2.wav
hull din loop v3.wav
hull din loop v4.wav
hull din loop v5.wav
hull din loop v6.wav
hull din loop v7.wav
hull din loop v8.wav
hull din loop v9.wav
hull din loop contact mic v1.wav

din from deck with ventilation hum and various faint thuds. Loop.
din from deck with ventilation hum and various faint thuds. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Deep low frequency pulsing. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Slow breath like deep low frequency pulses. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Moderately fast deep low frequency pulses. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Rythmic deep low frequency surges. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Rythmic deep low frequency surges with hollow tapping. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Very deep low frequency surges. Earth shaking. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Very deep and loud low frequency surges. Loop.
hull sounds space age. Soft low frequency surges with background rush. Loop.
hull sounds are soft, consistent and very low frequency with occasional quiet thuds. Loop.

NP01 0187 Trans ship hull din loop contact mic v2.wav

Ship hull sounds are very soft, consistent and very low frequency with occasional quiet thuds. Loop.

NP01 0188 Trans helicopter small takeoff.wav
NP01 0189 Trans helicopter hovers nearby departs.wav

Light helicopter takeoff after warmup and quickly disappears.
Light helicopter arrives quickly and hovers in near distance then suddenly departs.

NP01 0190 Trans helicopter departs heliport.wav
NP01 0191 Trans helicopter pass.wav
NP01 0192 Trans helicopter pass distant.wav

Light helicopter builds rotation speed then departs heliport.
Light helicopter passes overhead after hovering briefly.
Light helicopter passes at a distance. Very faint birds.
asdf
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NP01 0193 Trans
NP01 0194 Trans
closer.wav
NP01 0195 Trans
maneuvers.wav
NP01 0196 Trans
departs.wav
NP01 0197 Trans
quick.wav
NP01 0198 Trans
distant.wav
NP01 0199 Trans
distant long.wav
NP01 0200 Trans
NP01 0201 Trans
NP01 0202 Trans
NP01 0203 Trans
NP01 0204 Trans
NP01 0205 Trans
NP01 0206 Trans
NP01 0207 Trans
NP01 0208 Trans
NP01 0209 Trans

helicopter pass working cargo.wav
helicopter pass working cargo

TRANSPORTATION

helicopter pass working cargo

Cargo carrying helicopter
Cargo carrying helicopter
thud. Departs.
Cargo carrying helicopter
blade slaps. Departs.
Cargo carrying helicopter
slaps.
Cargo carrying helicopter

helicopter pass working cargo

Cargo carrying helicopter passes very slowly at distance to the right. Blade slaps clear.

helicopter pass working cargo very

Cargo carrying helicopter passes very slowly at far distance. Blade slaps clear.

plane prop pass.wav
jet takeoff runway v1.wav
jet takeoff runway v2.wav
jet runway series loop.wav
jet tarmac loop.wav
jet overflight distant v1.wav
jet overflight distant v2.wav
jet overflight distant v3.wav
jet interior din loop v1.wav
jet interior din loop v2.wav

Typical small prop plane pass.
Jet takes off from airport runway.
Jet takes off from airport runway.
Four jets take off in series from runway lineup. Includes maneuvering into position. Loop.
Airport jet tarmac. Loop.
Jet overflight distant.
Jet overflight distant.
Jet overflight very distant rumble.
Interior of jet during flight with mechanical sounds only. Loop.
Interior of jet during flight with mechanical sounds and light indistinct babble of passengers. Loop.

helicopter pass working cargo
helicopter pass working cargo hovers

passes at moderate distance. Extremely faint birds at times.
passes at moderately close distance. Some blade slaps. Drops load with
passes at moderately close distance and works drop off location. Some
passes at moderately close distance, hovers then departs. Some blade
arrives quickly, hovers then departs. Turbine more pronounced.

NP01 0210 Trans jet interior din loop v3.wav

Interior of jet during flight with roar of mechanical sounds and light babble of passengers. Loop.

NP01 0211 Trans jet interior din loop v4.wav

Interior of jet during flight
passengers. Loop.
Interior of jet during flight
Interior of jet during flight
background. Loop.
Interior of jet during flight
Interior of jet during flight
Loop.
Interior of jet during flight
asdf

NP01 0212 Trans jet interior din loop v5.wav
NP01 0213 Trans jet interior din loop v6.wav
NP01 0214 Trans jet interior din loop v7.wav
NP01 0215 Trans jet interior din loop v8.wav
NP01 0216 Trans jet interior turbulence loop.wav
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with roar of mechanical sounds, light babble and faint movement of
with roar of mechanical sounds, consistent. Loop.
with roar of mechanical sounds, some passenger movement far
with roar of mechanical sounds, typical of descent. Loop.
with roar of mechanical sounds, typical of descent. Passenger movements.
with turbulence. Loop.
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NP01 0217 Trans
vanishing.wav
NP01 0218 Trans
NP01 0219 Trans
v1.wav
NP01 0220 Trans
v2.wav
NP01 0221 Trans
v3.wav
NP01 0222 Trans
v4.wav
NP01 0223 Trans
extreme.wav

TRANSPORTATION

jet military overflight quickly

Military jet flies overhead at moderately high altitude and quickly vanishes.

BONUS F1 race car pass.wav
BONUS F1 race cars competition loop

Single pass of Formula 1 race car.
Formula 1 race cars whiz by on speedway. Loop.

BONUS F1 race cars competition loop

Formula 1 race cars whiz by on speedway. Loop.

BONUS F1 race cars competition loop

Formula 1 race cars whiz by on speedway. Loop.

BONUS F1 race cars competition loop

Formula 1 race cars whiz by on speedway. Loop.

BONUS F1 race cars competition

Formula 1 race cars whiz by on speedway with extreme sounds.
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